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About Star Supreme

GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type Video slot, 5 reels, 4 rows

Theme Fruits, Stars, Joker

GAME FEATURES

Free Spins with unlimited Multiplier

Gamble

PAYOUT

Default maximum Win 840 x total bet



Hit Frequency (%) 8.1

Jackpot N/A

Volatility

 

Variations

Variations (%) 95

Return (%) 95.10

 

 

GAME DESIGN

Game Theme and Graphics

Chase the ever elusive Star into a highlighted field and unlock a Bonus Game with 
the possibility of unlimited free spins and multipliers!
A thrilling twist on the classic fruit-themed slots, this game will make you wish upon a 
star!
Make your wishes come true!

Main Game

Star Supreme is played on 5 reels, each 4 rows high, with 50 lines always in play. All 
winning combinations run from left to right on winlines, except Scatter symbols. Gold 
Star Scatter symbols and highlighted fields appear on all reels. 
Anytime a Star Symbol lands on a highlighted field, the Bonus Game will trigger and 
award 10 free spins. With each extra Star landing on another highlighted field, an 
extra 10 free spins are awarded, up to 50 free spins at any given spin.

Bonus Game

Whenever a Bonus Game is triggered, the Player is awarded 10 free spins and taken 
to the Bonus Game screen. The main features of this game are a multiplier, which 
grows with every win, and even more free spins, which can be won by landing a star 
on a highlighted field.



Gamble Feature

It is possible to gamble up to 1000 times your total bet. During the Gamble feature 
you can stake up to 500 times your total bet.

For higher wins or during autoplay, gambling is not possible. 

Rules

All pays are for combinations left to right except scatters.

Scatters pay for combinations of any.

All wins on selected lines except scatters.

Highest win only paid per selected line.

Scatter wins are added to line wins.

Line prizes are multiplied by bet per line.

Scatter prizes are multiplied by total bet.

PAYTABLE

The outcome is mapped to the line bet. 

SYMBOL PICTURE 5x 4x 3x LINE SCATTER SPECIAL FUNCTION

Joker  4000 400 80 X Wild symbol

Substitutes for all symbols except scatter stars

Star X Triggers free games when landing on a 
highlighted position

Seven 400 120 40 X



Bell 400 120 40 X

Golden Seven 240 60 20 X

Melon 240 60 20 X

Grape 160 40 8 X

Plum 160 40 8 X



Orange 80 20 4 X

Lemon 80 20 4 X

Cherry 80 20 4 X

Bar 80 20 4 X
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